
Advanced CLASSROOM LANGUAGE   
GETTING INVOLVED IN A DISCUSSION 

 
 
 
In this handout you will find useful language to participate actively in a discussion. Among the most important skills 
involved in discussions are the following. 

1. Giving your OPINION and Putting your IDEAS/ points forward 
2. SUPPORTING & JUSTIFYING your ideas and opinions 
3. Reacting to somebody else´s opinions, arguments or course of action:  AGREEING and DISAGREEING; 

SUPPORTING, REJECTING & expressing your RESERVATIONS 
4. Asking for CLARIFICATION when you do not follow a point and correcting any MISUNDERSTANDING of your points 

 

1. GIVING AN OPINION  and  MAKING A POINT (stating your position) 
I (honestly/ really) think/ believe/ feel/ suppose/ guess… 
In my view/ In my opinion... 
From my point of view... 
My (own), (personal) view (on this matter) is that… 
To my mind 
As far as I'm concerned.../  As far as I can see,… 
As I see it,.../  The way I look at it is this: … 
It seems to me that… 
I find X (to be) a delicate problem.  
It's important/ true/ necessary to remember/ point out that 
It's worth remembering that...  
The point is... 
I'd say 
I´d like to point out that... 
Don´t you think that… 

The thing that worries/ strikes me is… 
It´s time we + Past tense (strong desire for action) 
One thing we haven´t thought of/ mentioned/ taken into 
consideration is… 
 
The fact is that…/   As a matter of fact, … 
There is some evidence that… 
I don´t think there can be much doubt that… 
There is no doubt that… 
 
It is widely believed that…(However, personally, I think…) 
It is sometimes said that…, (but my own view is that…) 
 
I understand both  sides of the argument/ points of view, but 
on balance I think that… 

 
 

2. SUPPORTING YOUR IDEAS AND OPINIONS 
2.1. Defining terms and concepts. Rephrasing ideas 
This/ that is to say... 
Let me explain it to you 
(To put it) In other words,.. 

What I mean is.../ I mean… 
Let's take a look at some key terms/ concepts 
 

 
2.2. Giving examples, exceptions and specific cases 
(Take) for example/ for instance… 
An example of this can be seen in...   
The following are only a few examples of... 
You can see this in... 
This is the case of 

With the exception of…/Except(ing)… 
Apart from... 
…In particular...  / …such as...  / …including... 
I’d like to give you just one fine example of… 
  

 
2.3. Generalizing  
On the whole  In general As a rule 
In most cases  In many cases Mostly 
To some extent  By and large 
 
2.4. Quotations  & Testimonies 
As X said/ used to say,... 
According to X,... 
This reminds me of X's words.  
This is illustrated by X's words 
I once read an article./ watched a film about.... It said... 
 

 
2.5. Giving statistics 
About/ Over/ Under  25% (percent) of Xs... 
One out of four Xs... 
An estimated 50% of X... 
It is/ has been  estimated that...  
 
2.6. Anecdotes, stories,  personal experiences 
In my experience,… 
Let me tell you a little anecdote/ story… 
Now, listen (to) what happened to me (once). I was... 
Not long ago, There was... 

Javier Santos Asensi,  EOI Valencia 



3. REACTING TO SOMEBODY´S  OPINIONS 
Reactions can be basically grouped in  Agreements  and Disagreements. As a rule of thunder, the shorter the reaction, the 
stronger the feeling reflected. 
 
3.1. Neutral reactions 
I´m not (quite) sure/ certain about it 
You may be right to certain extent 
I can see/ understand your point. 
 
3.2. AGREEMENTS 
When, in the middle of a discussion, you agree with somebody else´s opinion, you usually strengthen the point made by 
that person. This can be done  Paraphrasing the idea, giving an explanation, offering an example or adding a further 
point. (find structures to do so in the above section 2. “Supporting your opinions”) 
 
Quite/  Exactly/  Right/  Absolutely/  Definitely 
Yes, that´s (quite) right/  That´s a good point. 
I can´t / couldn´t agree more (with you). 
It’s hard to disagree. 

It sounds good to me 
I (fully/ entirely) agree (with you) 
That´s what I feel, too/   I think so, too 
 

 
(That´s quite true) and Besides/ Moreover/ Furthermore,… 
(Exactly) Take for example… 
Not only that/X  but also Y/… 

 (Indeed) and it´s also important to point out/ stress  that… 
(Absolutely). In addition (to this),…/ On top of that, … 
X raised some important points. 

 
 
3.3. DISAGREEMENTS 
You need to be very polite when disagreeing with someone in English -even someone you know quite well- ,In a friendly 
discussion you don´t want to present your opinions so strongly that you start an argument.  You use instead more tentative 
ways. Besides you often give a REASON to your disagreement or an opposite ALTERNATIVE 
 
That´s true to some extent, but… 
Up to a point I agree. 
You´re right, but… 
Yes, that´s quite true, but… 
I´m not sure I quite agree… 
Well, you have a point there, but… 
Perhaps, but don´t you think that… 

Would you agree that…? 
I see what you mean, but… 
Certainly it´s true that…, but on the other hand… 
Yes, but don´t forget… 
That´s not the point/ question/ problem 
But what evidence do you base that on? 
But surely…?

 
Only when you know someone very well you can disagree more directly using expressions like these: 
 
I don´t think so/ I don´t agree 
I can´t agree with you there. 
That´s no answer/ That´s no proof 
You can´t be serious! /  You must be kidding! 

Come off it! 
Come on! 
Rubbish! 
Don´t be so silly! 

 

4. ASKING FOR and PROVIDING CLARIFICATION on the points 
4.1 CLARIFICATION:  
You may want to ask other people to explain their point of view more exactly using expressions like these: 
 
(I´m sorry) I didn´t  quite follow what you were saying… 
I’m not sure I can follow you 
Can you explain (what you mean)? 
I don´t quite see what you mean, (I´m afraid) 

I don´t quite see what you´re getting at. 
What do you mean by it? 
 

 
4.2 CORRECTING any misunderstanding of your points.  
Other people may not understand what you say to them. So you may need to rephrase your own statements, beginning : 
 
That´s not quite what I meant 
That´s not exactly what I was trying to say/ meaning 
Let me put it another way… 

Sorry, let me explain. 
(Don´t get me wrong.) What I actually/ really  mean is… 
 
 


